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Women are women

Wait a minute! I love watching women football, but I do not try
to compare it to men's soccer. However, Claudia Schumacher's

article is very clear and honest. I don't think it takes anything

away from the game, it just states the realities of the day.

Women are women, and we love it that way. Aloha.

PAUL EGGEL, HAWAII

Reinforcing stereotypes

I am a Swiss citizen by marriage, living in the US. When I saw

the headline about the Swiss National Women's soccer team I

was pleased - after all, the team is playing in the World Cup for

the first time. But the article was an example of how biased

"journalism" helps to keep women's sports from getting the

respect they deserve. While purporting to provide information
about why the team doesn't get the funding and recognition to

thrive, the writer repeatedly reinforces stereotypes and uses

a patronizing tone throughout. She apparently supports the

idea that women wear nail polish on the field to make a better

impression! I am amazed this article made it through your
editorial review. Swiss female athletes deserve our admiration
and support, not our condescension.

CONSTANCE DEVANTHERY-LEWIS, CAMBRIDGE, USA

Big attendances at women's football

I am Swiss but live in the USA. In Portland, Oregon, our
women's team, Thorns FC, plays in the same stadium as the men

and their average attendance is over 13,000 (21,000 for the men).

The women's national team is almost as popular as the men's

team. A few days ago 27,000 people watched a friendly match

played by the women's national team in Los Angeles. I wish the

same could happen in other countries.

BEAT STAUBER. PORTLAND. USA

GuLdimann's intentions

I do hope Tim Guldimann keeps up his good intentions to truly
represent the interests of the Swiss Abroad when he enters po -

litics. It was disheartening to have been treated like second

class citizens as we were when our banks abandoned us as

clients just because we have foreign addresses. Surely, an exception

could have been made on our behalf so that we did not all
feel like we were being treated like criminals.

JEANNETTE BRUMBAUGH, USA

The Story of the Last
Thought, Edgar Hilsenrath
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The novel about the Armenian Genocide

Republic ofArmenia Presidential Award

EDGAR HILSENRATH

"The Story of the Last

Thought"; Edition Barber

Press; Euro 18.

"The Story of the Last Thought" by Edgar
Hilsenrath has been reissued in French and has

received rave reviews in France. And rightly
so! The author, a German Jew born in Leipzig

in 1926 who experienced deportation,
wrote the novel in the form of a fairy tale, an

allusion to the fact that most of those who

lived through the events of 1915 in Turkey
are no longer alive to tell the story. Shortly
beforefore his death, the 73-year-old Armenian

Thomva Khatisian is visited by Meddah,

a storyteller who tells him his own tragic

story, which began in that year. Edgar

Hilsenrath, who devotes part ofhis book to

evoking memories of the Holocaust, uses

humour and the grotesque to recreate the life ofthe Armenians living
in Turkey before the cataclysm of 1915. We are transported to a

village in Anatolia and immersed in the life of the Armenian community,

with its food and beliefs.

The highlands are controlled by the Kurds, to whom the Armenians

pay taxes to prevent the kidnapping of their daughters. They

also pay dues to the Turkish authorities. In the towns, the Armenian

artisans and merchants are known for their skill. The Turks know
who to go to for leather work, who to go to for good products. This is

so well known, in fact, that after the massacres, many Turks lament

their disappearance. Where is the tailor? Where is the grocer? Like

the Jews in Germany, and later across Europe, the Armenians were

used as a scapegoat. In towns and villages, the fear of massacres - of
"tebk" - ran deep. Edgar Hilsenrath shows the vulnerability of this

Christian population that had no right to bear arms. When the Turkish

state gave the signal for deportation, the Armenians were entirely

at the mercy of the public authorities.

As in his other novels, "The Story of the Last Thought" does not
describe a world in black and white. There were Turks who came to

the assistance of their Armenian compatriots. The population was

also ensnared by a state that exploited their fears - such as the fear

of a fifth column of Armenians accused of colluding with the Russians.

The novel is violent: pregnant women are driven on endless marches

without water towards the deserts of Mesopotamia and die of

thirst. But it is also extraordinarily alive in how it lovingly recreates

the sensory life of the Armenian community before the cataclysm.

"Hayastan? Where the mountains touch the clouds [...]. Where there

were fat-tailed ewes, mutton and yoghurt. Do you remember that

yoghurt that grandmother called madsoun? [...]." So begins the tale told

to Thomva Khatisian just before his death. STÉPHANE HERZOG
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